Trout Unlimited Service Partnership Director

The TU Service Partnership Director is a member of the TU national staff who guides and supports the Trout Unlimited community’s engagements our nation’s first responder and military communities in the coldwater conservation mission by providing program vision and leadership with TU staff and the network of TU members and supporters. The Service Partnership Director empowers volunteers to more fully support and engage the first responder and military communities, works to raise the profile of the Service Partnership to attract more participants and volunteers; and both sustains and grows program operations.

Key Responsibilities

- Improve the resources and training available to Service Partnership coordinators and volunteers.
  - Organize and improve the resources at www.tu.org/service
  - Be an active and visible representative of Service Partnership with TU Councils and Chapters.
  - Create opportunities to train Council and Chapter volunteers.

- Sustain existing and develop new sources of funds to support additional national trips and events.

- Build and market the Service Partnership brand externally and within TU.

- Increase the number of TU members brought in through the Service Partnership.
  - Enable Service Partnership participants, volunteers and leaders to more closely reflect the diversity of the fly-fishing demographic in terms of age, gender, and race.

- Educate TU staff regarding the opportunities for their programs through engagement with the Service Partnership.

- Enable additional Chapter and Council-level Service Partnership events to be conducted independently.

- Organize and execute national trips and events and promote Chapter events.
  - Improve the process for organizing and oversee execution of national Service Partnership trips.
  - Develop opportunities for collaborative events with partners.
  - Promote Chapter-to-Chapter Service Partnership events. Help organize and support such events.

- Increase the number of Chapters with Service Partnership coordinators and that actively support the nation’s first responder and military communities.

- Lead successful strategic planning processes that increase the impact and efficiency of our work because of collaboration between the Service Partnership and all TU departments, and increased transparency and accountability in internal operations and budgeting.
Reports To:
Vice President, Volunteer Operations

Budget Support:
Trout Unlimited Restricted Funds